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Abstract. In the Loop Quantum Gravity, black holes (or even more general Isolated Hori-
zons) are described by a SU(2) Chern–Simons theory. There is an equivalent formulation of
the horizon degrees of freedom in terms of a U(1) gauge theory which is just a gauged fixed
version of the SU(2) theory. These developments will be surveyed here. Quantum theory
based on either formulation can be used to count the horizon micro-states associated with
quantum geometry fluctuations and from this the micro-canonical entropy can be obtained.
We shall review the computation in SU(2) formulation. Leading term in the entropy is pro-
portional to horizon area with a coefficient depending on the Barbero–Immirzi parameter
which is fixed by matching this result with the Bekenstein–Hawking formula. Remarkably
there are corrections beyond the area term, the leading one is logarithm of the horizon area
with a definite coefficient −3/2, a result which is more than a decade old now. How the
same results are obtained in the equivalent U(1) framework will also be indicated. Over
years, this entropy formula has also been arrived at from a variety of other perspectives. In
particular, entropy of BTZ black holes in three dimensional gravity exhibits the same loga-
rithmic correction. Even in the String Theory, many black hole models are known to possess
such properties. This suggests a possible universal nature of this logarithmic correction.
Key words: black holes; micro-canonical entropy; topological field theories; SU(2) Chern–
Simons theory; Isolated Horizons; Bekenstein–Hawking formula; logarithmic correction;
Barbero–Immirzi parameter; conformal field theories; Cardy formula; BTZ black hole;
canonical entropy
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1 Introduction
Black holes have fascinated the imagination of physicists and astronomers for a long time now.
There is mounting astronomical evidence for objects with black hole like properties; in fact,
these may occur abundantly in the Universe. Theoretical studies of black hole properties have
been pursued, both at the classical level and traditionally at semi-classical level, for a long time.
The pioneering work of Bekenstein, Hawking and others during seventies of the last century
have suggested that black holes are endowed with thermodynamic attributes such as entropy
and temperature [1]. Semi-classical arguments have led to the fact that this entropy is very large
and is given, in the natural units, by a quarter of the horizon area, the Bekenstein–Hawking
area law. Understanding these properties is a fundamental challenge within the framework of
a full fledged theory of quantum gravity. The entropy would have its origin in the quantum
gravitational micro-states associated with the horizon. In fact reproducing these thermodynamic
properties of black holes can be considered as a possible test of such a quantum theory.
There are several proposals for theory of quantum gravity. Two of these are the String Theory
and the Loop Quantum Gravity. There are other theories like dynamical triangulations and
also Sorkins’s causal set framework. Here we shall survey some of the developments regarding
?This paper is a contribution to the Special Issue “Loop Quantum Gravity and Cosmology”. The full collection
is available at http://www.emis.de/journals/SIGMA/LQGC.html
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black hole entropy within a particular theory of quantum gravity, the Loop Quantum Gravity
(LQG) where the degrees of freedom of the event horizon of a black hole are described by
a quantum SU(2) Chern–Simons theory. This also holds for the more general horizons, the
Isolated Horizons of Ashtekar et al. [2], which, defined quasi-locally, have been introduced to
describe situations like a black hole in equilibrium with its dynamical exterior. Not only is
the semi-classical Bekenstein–Hawking area law reproduced for a large hole, quantum micro-
canonical entropy has additional corrections which depend on the logarithm of horizon area
with a definite, possibly universal, coefficient −3/2, followed by an area independent constant
and terms which are inverse powers of area. Presence of these additional corrections is the
hallmark of quantum geometry. These results, first derived within LQG framework in four
dimensions, have also been seen to emerge in other contexts. For example, the entropy of BTZ
black holes in three-dimensional gravity displays similar properties. Additionally, application
of the Cardy formula of conformal field theories, which are relevant to study black holes in
the String Theory, also implies such corrections to the area law. Though the main thrust of
this article is to survey developments in LQG, we shall also review, though only briefly, a few
calculations of black hole entropy from other perspectives.
2 Horizon topological field theory
That the horizon degrees of freedom of a black hole are described by a SU(2) topological field
theory follows readily from following two facts [3]:
(i) The event horizon (EH) of a black hole space-time (and more generally an Isolated Horizon
(IH) [2]), is a null inner boundary of the space-time accessible to an asymptotic observer. It
has the topology R× S2 and a degenerate intrinsic three-metric. Consequently, such a manifold
can not support any local propagating degree of freedom which would, otherwise, have to be
described by a Lagrangian density containing determinant and inverse of the metric. The horizon
degrees of freedom have to be entirely global or topological. These can be described only by a theory
which does not depend on the metric, a topological quantum field theory1.
(ii) In the Loop Quantum Gravity framework, bulk space-time properties are described in
terms of Sen–Ashtekar–Barbero–Immirzi real SU(2) connections [6]. Physics associated with
bulk space-time geometry is invariant under local SU(2) transformations. The EH (more gene-
rally the IH) is a null boundary where Einstein’s equation holds. At the classical level, the degrees
of freedom and their dynamics on an EH (IH) are completely determined by the geometry and
dynamics in the bulk. Quantum theory of horizon degrees of freedom has to imbibe this SU(2)
gauge invariance from the bulk.
In view of these two properties, degrees of freedom associated with a horizon have to be
described by a topological field theory exhibiting SU(2) gauge invariance. There are two such
three-dimensional candidates, the Chern–Simons and BF theories. However, both these theo-
ries essentially capture the same topological properties [5] and hence would provide equivalent
descriptions. It is, therefore, no surprise that when the detail properties of the various geo-
metric quantities on the horizon are analysed, as has been done in several places in literature,
they are found to obey equations of motion of the topological SU(2) Chern–Simons theory (or
equivalently BF theory) with specific sources on the three-manifold R × S2. This description
can be presented either in the form of a theory with full fledged SU(2) gauge invariance or,
equivalently, by a gauge fixed U(1) theory. We shall review this in Section 2.1 below for the
Schwarzschild hole. Similar results hold for the more general case of Isolated Horizons [2], which
shall be briefly summarized next in the Section 2.2. The sources of the Chern–Simons theory
are constructed from tetrad components in the bulk. Clearly, quantizing this Chern–Simons
1For reviews of topological field theories see, for example [4, 5].
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theory paves a way for counting micro-states of the horizon and hence the associated entropy
which we shall take up in Section 3.
2.1 Schwarzschild black hole
Following closely the analysis of [3], we shall study the properties of future event horizon of
the Kruskal–Szekeres extension of Schwarzschild space-time explicitly. In the process, we shall
unravel the relationship between the horizon SU(2) and U(1) Chern–Simons theories. We dis-
play an appropriate set of tetrad fields, which finally leads to the gauge fields on the black
hole (future) horizon with only manifest U(1) invariance. For this choice, we find that two
components of SU(2) triplet solder forms on the spatial slice of the horizon, orthogonal to the
direction specified by the U(1) subgroup, are indeed zero as they should be. This is in agree-
ment with the general analysis of [7]. In the next subsection, we explicitly demonstrate how
the equations of motion of U(1) theory so obtained are to be interpreted as those coming from
a SU(2) Chern–Simons theory through a partial gauge fixing procedure. In the course of our
analysis, we also derive the dependence of coupling constant of these Chern–Simons theories on
the Barbero–Immirzi parameter γ and horizon area AH.
Schwarzschild metric in the Kruskal–Szekeres null coordinates v and w is given by its non-
zero components as: gvw = gwv = −(4r30/r) exp (−r/r0), gθθ = r2, gφφ = r2 sin θ. Here r is
a function of v and w through: −2vw = [(r/r0)− 1] exp (r/r0). An appropriate set of tetrad
fields compatible with this metric in the exterior region of the black hole(v > 0, w < 0) is:
e0µ =
√
A
2
(w
α
∂µv +
α
w
∂µw
)
, e1µ =
√
A
2
(w
α
∂µv −
α
w
∂µw
)
,
e2µ = r∂µθ, e
3
µ = r sin θ∂µφ, (2.1)
where A ≡ (4r30/r) exp (−r/r0) and α is an arbitrary function of the coordinates. A choice of α(x)
characterizes the local Lorentz frame in the indefinite metric plane I of the Schwarzschild space-
time whose spherical symmetry implies that it has the topology I ⊗ S2. The spin connections
can be constructed for this set of tetrads to be:
ω01µ = −
1
2
(
1− r
2
0
r2
)
1
v
∂µv −
1
2
(
1 +
r20
r2
)
1
w
∂µw + ∂µ lnα, ω
23
µ = − cos θ∂µφ,
ω02µ = −
√
A
2
1
2r0
(vw
α
+ α
)
∂µθ, ω
03
µ = −
√
A
2
sin θ
2r0
(vw
α
+ α
)
∂µφ,
ω12µ = −
√
A
2
1
2r0
(vw
α
− α
)
∂µθ, ω
13
µ = −
√
A
2
sin θ
2r0
(vw
α
− α
)
∂µφ. (2.2)
LQG is described in terms of linear combinations of these connection components invol-
ving the Barbero–Immirzi parameter γ, the real Sen–Ashtekar–Barbero–Immirzi SU(2) gauge
fields [6]. To this effect, we construct the SU(2) gauge fields:
A(i)µ = γω
0i
µ −
1
2
ijkωjkµ . (2.3)
The black hole horizon is the future horizon given by w = 0. This is a null three-manifold ∆
which is topologically R× S2 and is described by the coordinates a = (v, θ, φ) with 0 < v <∞,
0 ≤ θ < pi, 0 ≤ φ < 2pi. The foliation of manifold ∆ is provided by v = constant surfaces,
each an S2. The relevant tetrad fields eIa on the horizon ∆ from (2.1) are: e0a =ˆ 0, e1a =ˆ 0,
e2a =ˆ r0∂aθ, e
3
a =ˆ r0 sin θ∂aφ where a = (v, θ, φ) (we denote equalities on ∆, that is for w = 0, by
the symbol =ˆ). The intrinsic metric on ∆ is degenerate with its signature (0,+,+) and is given
by qab = e
I
aeIb =ˆmam¯b +mbm¯a where ma ≡ r0 (∂aθ + i sin θ∂aφ) /
√
2.
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Only non-zero solder form ΣIJab ≡ eI[aeJb] on the horizon is Σ23ab =ˆ r20 sin θ∂[aθ∂b]φ. The spin
connection fields from (2.2) are:
ω01a =ˆ
1
2
∂a lnβ, ω
02
a =ˆ −
√
β∂aθ, ω
03
a =ˆ −
√
β sin θ∂aφ,
ω23a =ˆ − cos θ∂aφ, ω31a =ˆ −
√
β sin θ∂aφ, ω
12
a =ˆ
√
β∂aθ, (2.4)
where β = α2/(2e) with e ≡ exp(1). Notice that the spin connection field ω01a = 12∂a lnβ
here, with a possible singular behaviour for β = 0, is a pure gauge. If we wish, by a suitable
boost transformation ωIJa → ω′IJa , it can be rotated away to zero, with corresponding changes in
other spin connection fields: ω′01a = ω01a − ∂aξ, ω′23a = ω23a , ω′02a = cosh ξω02a + sinh ξω12a , ω′03a =
cosh ξω03a + sinh ξω
13
a , ω
′12
a = sinh ξω
02
a + cosh ξω
12
a , and ω
′13
a = sinh ξω
03
a + cosh ξω
13
a . For the
choice ξ = 12 ln (β/β
′) with β′ as an arbitrary constant, this leads to ω′01a =ˆ 0, ω′23a =ˆ − cos θ∂aφ,
ω′02a =ˆ −
√
β′∂aθ, ω′03a =ˆ −
√
β′ sin θ∂aφ, ω′12a =ˆ
√
β′∂aθ and ω′13a =ˆ
√
β′ sin θ∂aφ.
To demonstrate that the horizon degrees of freedom can be described by a Chern–Simons
theory, we use (2.4) to write the relevant components of SU(2) gauge fields (2.3) on ∆ as:
A(1)a =ˆ
γ
2
∂a lnβ + cos θ∂aφ, A
(2)
a =ˆ −
√
β (γ∂aθ − sin θ∂aφ) ,
A(3)a =ˆ −
√
β (γ sin θ∂aφ+ ∂aθ) . (2.5)
The field strength components constructed from these satisfy the following relations on ∆:
F
(1)
ab ≡ 2∂[aA(1)b] + 2A
(2)
[a A
(3)
b] =ˆ −
2
r20
(
1−K2)Σ23ab,
F
(2)
ab ≡ 2∂[aA(2)b] + 2A
(3)
[a A
(1)
b] =ˆ − 2
√
1 + γ2 sin θ∂[aφ∂b]K,
F
(3)
ab ≡ 2∂[aA(3)b] + 2A
(1)
[a A
(2)
b] =ˆ 2
√
1 + γ2∂[aθ∂b]K, (2.6)
where ΣIJµν = e
I
[µe
J
ν] ≡ 12
(
eIµe
J
ν − eIνeJµ
)
and K =
√
β(1 + γ2) with β as an arbitrary function
of space-time coordinates. We may gauge fix the invariance under boost transformations by
a convenient choice of β as follows:
Case (i): A choice of basis is provided by β ≡ α2/(2e) = −vw/(2e) =ˆ 0 (K =ˆ 0). For this
choice, the SU(2) gauge fields from (2.5) are:
A(1)a =ˆ
γ
2
∂a ln v + cos θ∂aφ, A
(2)
a =ˆ 0, A
(3)
a =ˆ 0 (2.7)
and equations (2.6) lead to
F
(1)
ab =ˆ 2∂[aA
(1)
b] =ˆ −
2
r20
Σ23ab = −
2γ
r20
Σ
(1)
ab , F
(2)
ab =ˆ 0, F
(3)
ab =ˆ 0. (2.8)
These relations are invariant under U(1) transformations: A
(1)
a → A(1)a − ∂aξ with A(2)a and A(3)a
unaltered. As we shall show in the next subsection, these relations can be interpreted as the
equations of motion of a SU(2) Chern–Simons theory gauge fixed to a U(1) theory.
The U(1) Chern–Simons action for which the first relation in (2.8) is the Euler–Lagrangian
equation of motion, may be written as:
S1 =
k
4pi
∫
∆
abcAa∂bAc +
∫
∆
JaAa, (2.9)
where the non-zero components of the completely antisymmetric abc are given by vθφ = 1 and
Aa ≡ A(1)a is the U(1) gauge field. The external source is given by the vector density with
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upper index a as: Ja = abcΣ
(1)
bc /2. The coupling is directly proportional to the horizon area
and inversely to the Barbero–Immirzi parameter: k = pir20/γ ≡ AH/(4γ).
Case (ii): On the other hand, we could make another gauge choice where β is constant
(K =
√
β(1 + γ2) = constant) but arbitrary, with gauge fields given by:
A(1)a =ˆ cos θ∂aφ, A
(2)
a =ˆ −K (cos δ∂aθ − sin δ sin θ∂aφ) ,
A(3)a =ˆ −K (sin δ∂aθ + cos δ sin θ∂aφ) , (2.10)
where cot δ = γ. The field strength components (2.6) satisfy:
F
(1)
ab ≡ 2∂[aA(1)b] + 2A
(2)
[a A
(3)
b] =ˆ −
2γ
r20
[
1− β (1 + γ2)]Σ(1)ab ,
F
(2)
ab ≡ 2∂[aA(2)b] + 2A
(3)
[a A
(1)
b] =ˆ 0, F
(3)
ab ≡ 2∂[aA(3)b] + 2A
(1)
[a A
(2)
b] =ˆ 0. (2.11)
These equations have invariance under U(1) transformations: A
(1)
a → A(1)a − ∂aξ, A(2)a →
cos ξA
(2)
a + sin ξA
(3)
a and A
(3)
a → − sin ξA(2)a + cos ξA(3)a . This reflects that the field A(1)a is
a U(1) gauge field and fields A
(2)
a and A
(3)
a are an O(2) doublet with U(1) transformations
acting as a rotation on them.
Identifying U(1) gauge field as Aa ≡ A(1)a and defining the complex vector fields φa =(
A
(2)
a + iA
(3)
a
)
/
√
2 and φ¯a =
(
A
(2)
a − iA(3)a
)
/
√
2, the relations (2.11) can be recast as:
Fab − 2iφ¯[aφb] =ˆ −
2γ
r20
[
1− β(1 + γ2)]Σ(1)ab , D[a(A)φb] =ˆ 0, D[a(A)φ¯b] =ˆ 0, (2.12)
where the U(1) field strength is Fab ≡ 2∂[aAb] and covariant derivatives of the charged vector
fields are Da(A)φb ≡ (∂a + iAa)φb and Da(A)φ¯b ≡ (∂a − iAa) φ¯b reflecting that φa possesses
one unit of U(1) charge. Now an action principle that would yield (2.12) as its equations of
motion can be written as:
S2 =
k
4pi
∫
∆
abc
[
Aa∂bAc + φ¯aDb(A)φc + φaDb(A)φ¯c
]
+
∫
∆
JaAa, (2.13)
where k = pir20/γ ≡ AH/(4γ) is the coupling and Ja ≡
[
1− β(1 + γ2)] abcΣ(1)bc /2 is the external
source. There is an arbitrary constant gauge parameter β in the source which can be changed
by a boost transformation of the original tetrad fields. Notice that for β =
(
1 + γ2
)−1
, the
source vanishes. The topological field theory described by action (2.13) is invariant under U(1)
transformations: Aa → Aa − ∂aξ, φa → eiξφa and φ¯a → e−iξφ¯a.
We could interpret the equations (2.11) or the equivalent set (2.12) alternatively by taking the
combination k = AH
4γ[1−β(1+γ2)] to be the coupling and J
a = abcΣ
(1)
bc /2 as the source. This results
in a gauge dependent arbitrariness in the coupling constant, reflected through the constant
parameter β. Boost transformations of the original gravity fields can be used to change the
value of β. In particular, for β = 1/2, the coupling is k = AH
2γ(1−γ2) and we realize the gauge
theory discussed in [8].
The presence of the arbitrary parameter β is a reflection of the ambiguity associated with
gauge fixing of invariance under boost transformations of the original tetrads eIa and connection
fields ωIJa . Like in any gauge theory, a special choice of gauge fixing only provides a convenient
description of the theory. No physical quantities should depend on the ambiguity of gauge
fixing. In particular, the Chern–Simons coupling constant is a physical object. As we shall
see later, physical quantities such as the quantum horizon entropy depend on this coupling.
This suggests that the coupling k of horizon Chern–Simons theory can not depend on β or any
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particular value for it. A formulation of the theory that exhibits such a dependence is suspect.
This is to be contrasted with the dependence on the Barbero–Immirzi parameter γ which is
perfectly possible, because γ is not a gauge parameter but a genuine coupling constant (in fact
with a topological origin) of quantum gravity. This perspective, therefore, picks up the first
interpretation above for the equations (2.11) or (2.12) as represented by the action (2.13) with
coupling k = pir20/γ ≡ AH/(4γ) as the correct one.
Notice that the factor (1 + γ2) in equations (2.11) and (2.12) arises because of the presence
of γ in the gauge field combinations defined in equations (2.5). This factor does not have any
special significance as it can be absorbed in the definition of the arbitrary constant boost gauge
parameter β obtaining a new boost parameter β′ =
(
1 + γ2
)
β. Also in equations (2.5), we could
as well replace γ by another arbitrary constant λ, finally leading to the equation (2.11) with the
factor (1 + γ2) replaced by (1 + λ2) which again can be absorbed in the arbitrary boost gauge
parameter β without changing any of the subsequent discussion. This is to be contrasted with
the overall factor of γ in the right-hand sides of equations (2.11) and (2.12), which is not to be
absorbed away in to the boost parameter, and instead becomes part of the coupling k of the
Chern–Simons theory in (2.13).
The boundary topological theory describing the horizon quantum degrees of freedom and the
bulk quantum theory can be thought of as decoupled from each other except for the sources of
the boundary theory which depend on the bulk quantum fields Σ
(1)
ab . In fact in the bulk theory,
abcΣ
(i)
bc /2 are the canonical conjugate momentum fields for the Sen–Ashtekar–Barbero–Immirzi
SU(2) gauge fields A
(i)
a ≡ γω0ia − 12ijkωjka . On the other hand, in the boundary theory described
in terms of U(1) Chern–Simons theory, the fields (Aθ, Aφ) form a canonical pair. This allows
for the fact that in the classical theory, the boost gauge fixing of the original gravity fields
(eIa, ω
IJ
a ) to obtain the Chern–Simons boundary theory and that in the bulk theory can be done
independently. In particular, we could choose β ≡ α2/(2e) = −vw/(2e) =ˆ 0 (or the other choice
β = const) for the boundary theory, and make another independent convenient choice for the
bulk theory, in particular, say the standard time gauge, so that the resultant canonical theory
in terms of Sen–Ashtekar–Barbero–Immirzi gauge fields in the bulk can, at quantum level, lead
to the standard Loop Quantum Gravity theory.
After these general remarks, let us now turn to discuss how the U(1) invariant equations (2.8)
or (2.12) can be arrived at from a general SU(2) Chern–Simons theory through a gauge fixing
procedure. This we do in the next subsection.
We notice that the source for resultant U(1) gauge theory in either of the cases (i) and (ii)
above is given in terms of Σ
(1)
ab ≡ γ−1Σ23ab which is one of the components of the SU(2) triplet
of solder forms. An important property to note here is that for both these cases, other two
components of this triplet are zero on the horizon:
Σ
(2)
θφ ≡ γ−1Σ31θφ =ˆ 0 and Σ(3)θφ ≡ γ−1Σ12θφ =ˆ 0, (2.14)
because e1θ =ˆ 0 and e
1
φ =ˆ 0.
2.2 Horizon SU(2) Chern–Simons theory
The U(1) gauge theories described by the two sets of equations (2.8) and (2.11) of the respective
cases (i) and (ii) along with the conditions (2.14) on the solder forms, are related to a SU(2)
Chern–Simons theory through a partial gauge fixing [3]. To exhibit this explicitly, consider the
Chern–Simons action with coupling k:
SCS =
k
4pi
∫
∆
abc
(
A′(i)a ∂bA
′(i)
c +
1
3
ijkA′(i)a A
′(j)
b A
′(k)
c
)
+
∫
∆
J ′(i)aA′(i)a , (2.15)
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where A
′(i)
a are the SU(2) gauge fields. This is a topological field theory: the action is
independent of the metric of three-manifold ∆. We take the covariantly conserved SU(2)
triplet of sources, which are vector densities with upper index a, to have a special form as:
J ′(i)a ≡ (J ′(i)v, J ′(i)θ, J ′(i)φ) = (J ′(i), 0, 0).
The action (2.15) leads to the Euler–Lagrange equations of motion:
F
(i)
vθ (A
′) =ˆ 0, F (i)vφ (A
′) =ˆ 0,
k
2pi
F
(i)
θφ (A
′) =ˆ − J ′(i), (2.16)
where F
(i)
ab (A
′) is the field strength for the gauge fields A′(i)a . For the first two equations, the
most general solution is given in terms of the conf igurations with A
′(i)
v as pure gauge: A
′(i)
v =
−12ijk
(O∂vOT )jk, where O is an arbitrary 3 × 3 orthogonal matrix, OOT = OTO = 1 with
detO = 1. The other gauge field components are given in terms of v-independent SU(2) gauge
potentials B
′(i)
θ and B
′(i)
φ as A
′(i)
aˆ = OijB′(j)aˆ − 12ijk
(O∂aˆOT )jk for aˆ = (θ, φ). Then, since the
first two equations of (2.16) are identically satisfied, we are left with the last equation to study:
k
2pi
F
(i)
θφ (A
′) =
k
2pi
OijF (j)θφ (B′) =ˆ − J ′(i), (2.17)
where F
(i)
θφ (B
′) is the SU(2) field strength constructed from gauge fields (B′(i)θ , B
′(i)
φ ). For this
set of gauge configurations, part of the SU(2) gauge invariance has been fixed and, on the
spatial slice S2 of ∆, we are now left with invariance only under v-independent SU(2) gauge
transformations of the fields B
′(i)
θ (θ, φ) and B
′(i)
φ (θ, φ). Next step in this construction is to use
this gauge freedom to rotate the triplet F
(i)
θφ (B
′) to a new field strength F (i)θφ (B) parallel to an
internal space unit vector ui(θ, φ). This can always be achieved through a v-independent gauge
transformation O¯ij(θ, φ) with components O¯i1(θ, φ) ≡ ui(θ, φ):
F
(i)
θφ (B
′) = O¯ijF (j)θφ (B) ≡ ui(θ, φ)F (1)θφ (B),
F
(1)
θφ (B) ≡ uiF (i)θφ (B′) 6= 0, F (2)θφ (B) = 0, F (3)θφ (B) = 0, (2.18)
where the primed and unprimed B gauge fields are related by a gauge transformation as: B
′(i)
aˆ =
O¯ijB(j)aˆ − 12ijk
(O¯∂aˆO¯T )jk. We now need to look for the gauge fields B(i)aˆ that solve the
equations (2.18). There are two types of solutions to these equations. These have been worked
out explicitly in the Appendix of [3]. We shall summarize the results in the following.
We may parametrize the internal space unit vector ui(θ, φ) in terms of two angles Θ(θ, φ) and
Φ(θ, φ) as ui(θ, φ) = O¯i1 = (cos Θ, sin Θ cos Φ, sin Θ sin Φ). Other components of the orthogonal
matrix O¯ in (2.18) may be written as: O¯i2 = cosχsi + sinχti and O¯i3 = − sinχsi + cosχti
where χ(θ, φ) is an arbitrary angle and si(θ, φ) = (− sin Θ, cos Θ cos Φ, cos Θ sin Φ), ti(θ, φ) =
(0,− sin Φ, cos Φ). The angle fields Θ(θ, φ), Φ(θ, φ) and χ(θ, φ) represent the three independent
parameters of the uni-modular orthogonal transformation matrix O¯.
Next we express the gauge fields B
′(i)
aˆ , without any loss of generality, in terms of their
components along and orthogonal to the unit vector ui as:
B
′(i)
aˆ = u
iBaˆ + f∂aˆu
i + gijkuj∂aˆu
k, aˆ = (θ, φ)
with the field strength constructed from these as:
F
(i)
aˆbˆ
(B′) = ui
(
2∂[aˆBbˆ] +
(
f2 + g2 + 2g
)
jkluj∂aˆu
k∂bˆu
l
)
+ 2∂[aˆu
i
(
(1 + g)Bbˆ] − ∂bˆ]f
)− 2ijkuj∂[aˆuk(fBbˆ] + ∂bˆ]g). (2.19)
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Six independent field degrees of freedom in B
′(i)
aˆ are now distributed in u
i (two independent
fields), Baˆ (two field degrees of freedom) and two fields (f, g).
Requiring the field strength F
(i)
aˆbˆ
(B′) in (2.19) to satisfy the equations (2.18), gives us equa-
tions for various component fields f , g and Baˆ which we need to solve. There are two possible
solutions to the equations so obtained. These can be expressed through two types of gauge
fields B
(i)
aˆ . These gauge fields are related to B
′(i)
aˆ through gauge transformation O¯ as indicated
in (2.18). We just list these two solutions here: (a) The first solution is given by: f = 0, g = −1
with Baˆ as arbitrary, leading to B
(i)
aˆ = (Baˆ + cos Θ∂aˆΦ, 0, 0). Now the configuration (2.7)
with its field strength as in (2.8) above can be identified with this solution for Baˆ = 0 and
Θ = θ, Φ = φ and coupling k = AH/(4γ). (b) The second solution is given by f = c cos δ,
1 + g = c sin δ and Baˆ = −∂aˆδ with c as a constant and δ(θ, φ) arbitrary. This leads to
the gauge configuration: B
(1)
aˆ = −∂aˆδ + cos Θ∂aˆΦ, B(2)aˆ = c (cos δ∂aˆΘ− sin δ sin Θ∂aˆΦ) and
B
(3)
aˆ = c (sin δ∂aˆΘ + cos δ sin Θ∂aˆΦ). Now the configuration (2.10) with its field strength com-
ponents satisfying the equations (2.11) can be identified with this solution for c = −K and
Θ = θ, Φ = φ and δ as a constant. Further, for c = 0 and constant δ, this solution coincides
with the first solution (a) above for Baˆ = 0.
Finally, we may rewrite the starting SU(2) gauge configurations A′ia of (2.16), for both these
cases, as: A
′(i)
v = −12ijk
(O′∂vO′T )jk, A′(i)aˆ = O′ijB(j)aˆ − 12ijk(O′∂aˆO′T )jk where O′ is the
product of gauge transformation matrices introduced in (2.17) and (2.18): O′ = OO¯. The first
two equations of (2.16) are identically satisfied and the last equation becomes
k
2pi
F
(i)
θφ (A
′) =
k
2pi
O′ijF (j)θφ (B) =ˆ − J ′(i) ≡ −O′ijJ (j),
where now from (2.18), F
(i)
θφ (B) =
(
F
(1)
θφ (B), 0, 0
)
, which implies for the sources J (i) = (J, 0, 0).
Thus, this gauge fixing procedure leads to a theory described in terms of fields B
(i)
aˆ with a left
over invariance only under U(1) gauge transformations.
This completes our discussion of how the horizon properties can be described by a SU(2)
Chern–Simons gauge theory or equivalently, by a gauge fixed version with only U(1) invariance.
2.3 Isolated horizons
In order to define horizons in a manner decoupled from the bulk, a generalized notion of Iso-
lated Horizon (IH), as a quasi-local replacement of the event horizon of a black hole, has been
developed by Ashtekar et al. [2]. This is done by ascribing attributes which are defined on the
horizon intrinsically through a set of quasi-local boundary conditions without reference to any
assumptions like stationarity such that the horizon is isolated in a precise sense. This permits
us to describe a black hole in equilibrium with a dynamical exterior region. An IH is defined
to be a null surface, with topology S2 × R, which is non-expanding and shear-free. The va-
rious geometric quantities on such a horizon are seen to satisfy U(1) Chern–Simons equations
of motion [9]:
Frθ = 0, Frφ = 0, Fθφ = −
2pi
k
Σ
(1)
θφ , (2.20)
where r, θ and φ are the coordinates on the horizon and k = AH/(4γ) with AH as the hori-
zon area, γ is the Barbero–Immirzi parameter, Fab is the field strength of U(1) gauge field.
The source Σ
(1)
θφ is one component of the SU(2) triplet of solder forms Σ
(i)
θφ ≡ γ−1ijkejθekφ, in
the direction of the subgroup U(1). There is another fact which is not some times stated expli-
citly. The horizon boundary conditions, which lead to the equations (2.20), also further imply
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the following constraints for the components of the triplet of solder forms in the internal space
directions orthogonal to the U(1) direction:
Σ
(2)
θφ = 0, Σ
(3)
θφ = 0. (2.21)
Now this is exactly the same situation as we came across for the Schwarzschild hole in
Section 2.1 above. Just like there, the equations (2.20) and (2.21) really describe a SU(2)
Chern–Simons theory partially gauge fixed to leave only a leftover U(1) invariance.
Thus, as in the case of the Schwarzschild hole, the degrees of freedom of the more general Iso-
lated Horizon are also described by a quantum SU(2) Chern–Simons gauge theory with specific
sources given in terms of the solder fields. An equivalent description is provided by a gauge
fixed version of this theory in terms of the quantum U(1) Chern–Simons theory represented
by the operator constraint (2.20), but with the physical states satisfying additional conditions
which are the quantum analogues of the classical constraints (2.21). Horizon properties like the
entropy can be calculated in either version with the same consequences. We shall review these
calculations in the following.
3 Micro-canonical entropy
Over last several decades, many authors have developed methods based on SU(2) gauge theory
to count the micro-states associated with a two-dimensional surface. Smolin was first to explore
the use of SU(2) Chern–Simons theory induced on a boundary satisfying self-dual boundary
conditions in Euclidean gravity [10]. He also demonstrated that such a boundary theory obeys
the Bekenstein bound. Krasnov applied these ideas to the black hole horizon and used the
ensemble of quantum states of SU(2) Chern–Simons theory associated with the spin assignments
of the punctures on the surface to count the boundary degrees of freedom and reproduced
an area law for the entropy [11]. In this first application of SU(2) Chern–Simons theory to
black hole entropy, the gauge coupling was taken to be proportional to the horizon area and
also inversely proportional to the Barbero–Immirzi parameter. Assuming that the quantum
states of a fluctuating black hole horizon to be governed by the properties of intersections of
knots carrying SU(2) spins with the two-dimensional surface, Rovelli also developed a counting
procedure which again yielded an area law for the entropy [12]. In the general context of Isolated
Horizons, it was the pioneering work of Ashtekar, Baez, Corichi and Krasnov [9] which studied
SU(2) Chern–Simons theory as the boundary theory and the area law for entropy was again
reproduced. This was further developed in [13, 14, 15, 16] which extensively exploited the deep
connection between the three dimensional Chern–Simons theory and the conformal field theories
in two dimensions. This framework provided a method to calculate corrections beyond the area
law for micro-canonical entropy of large black holes. In particular, it is more than ten years
now when a leading correction given by the logarithm of horizon area with a definite coefficient
of −3/2 followed by sub-leading terms containing a constant and inverse powers of area were
first obtained [14]:
Sbh = SBH −
3
2
lnSBH + const +O
(
S−1BH
)
,
where SBH = AH/(4`
2
P ) is the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy given in terms of horizon area AH.
The corrections due to the non-perturbative effects represented by the discrete quantum geo-
metry are finite. These may be contrasted with those obtained in Euclidean path integral
formulation from the graviton and other quantum matter fluctuations around the hole back
ground which depend on the renormalization scale [17].
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation for (a) the fussion matrix Nrij and (b) for the composition
rule (3.1) for spins j1, j2, j3, . . . , jp.
3.1 Horizon entropy from the SU(2) Chern–Simons theory
In this subsection, we shall survey the general framework developed in [13, 14] for studying the
horizon properties in the SU(2) Chern–Simons formulation. An important ingredient in counting
the horizon micro-states is the fact [18, 19] that Chern–Simons theory on a three-manifold with
boundary can be completely described by the properties of a gauged Wess–Zumino conformal
theory on that two dimensional boundary. Starting with the pioneering work of Witten leading
to Jones polynomials [18], this relationship has been extensively used to study Chern–Simons
theories. This includes methods to solve the Chern–Simons theories explicitly and exactly
and also to construct three-manifold invariants from generalized knot/link invariants in these
theories [20].
In the LQG, the Hilbert space of canonical quantum gravity is described by spin networks
with Wilson line operators carrying SU(2) representations (spin j = 1/2, 1, 3/2, . . . ) living on
the edges of the graph. Sources of the boundary SU(2) Chern–Simons theory (with coupling
k = AH/(4γ)) describing the horizon properties are given in terms of the solder forms which
are quantum fields of the bulk theory. These have distributional support at the punctures at
which the bulk spin network edges impinge on the horizon. Given the relationship of Chern–
Simons theory and the two dimensional conformal field theory mentioned above, the Hilbert
space of states of SU(2) Chern–Simons theory with coupling k on a three-manifold S2 × R
(horizon) is completely characterized by the conformal blocks of the SU(2)k Wess–Zumino con-
formal theory on an S2 with punctures P ≡ {1, 2, . . . , p} where each puncture carries spin
ji = 1/2, 1, 3/2, . . . , k/2.
SU(2)k conformal field theory is described in terms of primary fields φj with spin values cut
off by the maximum value k/2, j = 0, 1/2, 1, . . . , k/2. The composition rule for two spin j and j′
representations is modified from that in the corresponding ordinary SU(2) as: (j)⊗ (j′) = (|j−
j′|)⊕(|j−j′|+1)⊕(|j−j′|+2)⊕· · ·⊕(min(j+j′, k−j−j′)). We may rewrite this composition law
for the primary fields [φi] and [φj ] as: [φi]⊗ [φj ] =
∑
rN
r
ij [φr] in terms of the fusion matrices N
r
ij
whose elements have values 1 or 0, depending on whether the primary field [φr] is allowed or
not in the product. Representing the fusion matrix N rij diagrammatically as in Fig. 1(a), the
composition of p primary fields in spin representations j1, j2, j3, . . . , jp can be depicted by the
diagram in Fig. 1(b). Then the total number of conformal blocks with spin j1, j2, . . . , jp on the
external lines (associated with the p punctures on S2) and spins r1, r2, . . . , rp−3 on the internal
lines in this composition diagram is the product of (p− 2) factors of fusion matrix as given by:
NP =
∑
{ri}
N
r1
j1j2
N
r2
r1j3
N
r3
r2j4
· · ·N jprp−3jp−1 . (3.1)
There is a remarkable result due to Verlinde which states that the fusion matrices (Ni)
r
j ≡
N rij of a conformal field theory are diagonalised by the unitary duality matrices S associated
with modular transformation τ → −1/τ of the torus. This fact immediately leads to the
Verlinde formula which expresses the components of the fusion matrix in terms of those of
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this S matrix [21]:
N rij =
∑
s
SisSjsS
†r
s
S0s
. (3.2)
For the SU(2)k Wess–Zumino conformal theory, the duality matrix S is explicitly given by
Sij =
√
2
k + 2
sin
(
(2i+ 1)(2j + 1)pi
k + 2
)
, (3.3)
where i = 0, 1/2, 1, . . . , k/2 and j = 0, 1/2, 1, . . . , k/2 are the spin labels.
The fusion rules and Verlinde formula above were first obtained in the conformal theory
context. It is also possible to derive these results directly in the Chern–Simons theory, using
only the gauge theory techniques without taking recourse to the conformal f ield theory. This
has been done in the paper of Blau and Thompson in [19]. This paper also discusses how the
Chern–Simons theory based on a compact gauge group G can be abelianized to a topological
field theory based on the maximal torus T of G. In particular, for the SU(2) Chern–Simons
theory, this framework describes the gauge fixing to the maximal torus of SU(2) which is its U(1)
subgroup.
Now, the formula (3.1) for the number of conformal blocks NP for the set of punctures P
can be rewritten, using (3.2) and unitarity of the matrix S, as:
NP =
k/2∑
r=0
Sj1r
Sj2r
· · ·Sjpr
(S0r)
p−2 ,
which further, using the explicit formula for the duality matrix (3.3), leads to [19, 21, 13, 14]:
NP =
2
k + 2
k/2∑
r=0
p∏
l=1
sin
(
(2jl+1)(2r+1)pi
k+2
)
[
sin
(
(2r+1)pi
k+2
)]p−2 . (3.4)
This master formula just counts the number of ways p primary fields in spin j1, j2, . . . , jp repre-
sentations associated with the p punctures on S2 of horizon can be composed into SU(2) singlets.
Notice the presence of combination k+ 2 in this formula. This just reflects the fact that the ef-
fective coupling constant of quantum SU(2) Chern–Simons theory is k+2 instead of its classical
value k.
Now, the horizon entropy is given by counting the micro-states by summing NP over all
possible sets of punctures and then taking its logarithm:
NH =
∑
{P}
NP , SH = lnNH (3.5)
for a fixed horizon area AH (or more accurately with nearby area values in a sufficiently narrow
range with this fixed mid point value). In LQG, area for a punctured S2, with the spins
j1, j2, . . . , jp on the p punctures is given by [6]:
AH = 8piγ
∑
l=1,2,...,p
√
jl(jl + 1) (3.6)
in the units where the Planck length `P = 1. Here γ is the Barbero–Immirzi parameter.
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A straightforward reorganization of the master formula (3.4), through a redefinition of the
dummy variables and using the fact that the product in this formula can be written as a multiple
sum, leads to an alternative equivalent expression as [13]:
NP =
2
k + 2
k+1∑
`=1,2,...
sin2
θ`
2

j1∑
m1=−j1
· · ·
jp∑
mp=−jp
exp
[
iθ`
(
m1 +m2 + · · ·+mp
)] (3.7)
with θ` ≡ 2pilk+2 . Now, we use the representation for a periodic Kronecker delta, with period k+2:
δ¯m1+m2+···+mp,m ≡
1
k + 2
k+1∑
`=0
exp
[
iθ`
(
m1 +m2 + · · ·+mp −m
)]
.
Expanding the sin2
θ`
2 factor in the formula (3.7) and after an interchange of the summations,
this formula can be recast as [13]:
NP =
j1∑
m1=−j1
· · ·
jp∑
mp=−jp
(
δ¯m1+m2+···+mp,0 −
1
2
δ¯m1+m2+···+mp,1 −
1
2
δ¯m1+m2+···+mp,−1
)
. (3.8)
The various terms here have specific special interpretations [15]: The first term just counts the
total number of ways the ‘magnetic’ quantum number m of the spin j1, j2, . . . , jp assignments
on the p punctures can be added to yield total mtot =
p∑
l=1
ml = 0 modulo k + 2. This sum over
counts the total number of singlets (jtot = 0) in the composition of primary fields with spins
j1, j2, . . . , jp, because it also includes those states with mtot = 0 coming from configurations
with total spin jtot = 1, 2, . . . in the product representation ⊗pl=1(jl) ≡ (j1) ⊗ (j2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ (jp).
Such states are always accompanied by those with mtot = ±1 in the product ⊗pl=1(jl). Hence
these can be counted by enumerating the number of ways the m quantum numbers of the spin
representations j1, j2, . . . , jp add up to mtot =
p∑
l
ml = +1 (modulo k+2) or mtot = −1 (modulo
k+ 2). Note, these two numbers are equal which makes the last two terms in (3.8) equal. Hence
with the normalization factor 1/2 in each of them, these two terms precisely subtract the number
of extra states so that formula (3.8) counts exactly the number of singlet states in the product
⊗pl=1(jl).
Presence of the periodic Kronecker deltas δ¯m,n in (3.8) distinguishes this formula of the
SU(2)k Wess–Zumino conformal field theory from the corresponding group theory formula for
SU(2) with ordinary Kronecker deltas δm,n. In the large limit k (k  1), the periodic Kronecker
delta δ¯m,n can be approximated by the ordinary Kronecker delta δm,n; hence in this limit, the
equation (3.8) leads to the ordinary SU(2) group theoretic formula for counting singlets in the
composite representation ⊗pl=1(jl).
The master formula (3.4) along with its equivalent representations (3.7) and (3.8) and the
entropy formula (3.5) are exact and provide a general framework, first set up in [13, 14], for
study of horizon entropy. For large horizons, suitable approximate methods have been adopted
to extract interesting results from these equations. For fixed large values of p and the horizon
area AH, it is clear that the largest contribution to the degeneracy of horizon states will come
from low values of the spins ji assigned to the punctures. For computational simplicity, let us
put spin 1/2 representations on all the puncture sites on S2. The dimension of the associated
Hilbert space in this case can be readily evaluated. To obtain the leading behaviour for large k(
= AH4γ
)
, the state counting can as well be done using ordinary SU(2) rules. It is straight
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forward to check that, for the case with spin 1/2 on all the punctures, this yields:
NP =
(
p
p/2
)
−
(
p
(p/2− 1)
)
. (3.9)
The first term here follows from the first term of (3.8) in the limit of large k (k  1) and simply
counts the number of ways mi = ±1/2 assignments can be put on p (even) punctures such that∑
mi = 0. The second term of (3.9) similarly follows from the second and third terms of (3.8),
counting the number of ways assignments mi = ±1/2 are placed on the punctures such that
their sum is +1 or −1. The difference of these two terms counts the number of SU(2) singlets
in the product of p spin 1/2 representations. The expression (3.9) is also equal to nth number
in the Catalan series Cn =
(2n)!
(n+1)!n! for p = 2n. For large p, using Stirling formula, this leads
to [14, 15]:
NP = C
2p
p3/2
{
1 +O
(
1
p
)}
,
where C is a p independent numerical constant2. Instead, if we place spin 1 on all the p
punctures, this number is [16]: NP = C 3
p
p3/2
{
1 +O
(
1
p
)}
. More generally, for the case where
all the punctures carry the same low spin value r (r  p and r  k) [16], we have3:
NP = C
(2r + 1)p
p3/2
{
1 +O
(
1
p
)}
.
The corresponding entropy for all these cases is:
SH = lnNP = p ln(2r + 1)−
3
2
ln p+O(p0).
Now, the area of a two-surface with Wilson lines, carrying common spin r representation,
impinging on it at p punctures, is given by (3.6) as: AH = 8piγp
√
r(r + 1). Inverting this to
write p in terms of the horizon area AH, p = AH
[
8piγ
√
r(r + 1)
]−1
, leads to the entropy formula
for large area as [14]:
SH =
AH
4
− 3
2
ln
(
AH
4
)
+ const +O(A−1H ), (3.10)
2It is also possible to count the number N (j)P of ways spin 1/2 representations on p punctures can be composed
to yield, instead of the singlets, net spin j representations. This follows from straight forward application of the
techniques developed in [14] which yield, for j  k and large k and p: N (j)P ∼ 2p+2 [F (p)− F (p+ 2)] where
F (p) ≈ 1
pi
∫ pi
0
dx
(
sin[(2j+1)x]
sin x
)
cosp x. For j  p, this integral can be evaluated to be F (p) ∼ (2j+1)√
p
{
1 +O( 1
p
)
}
which finally leads to the formula: N (j)P ∼ (2j+1)2
p
p3/2
{
1 +O
(
1
p
)}
[Kaul R.K., Kalyana Rama S., unpublished].
The angular momentum of a rotating black hole is to be defined with respect to the global rotation properties of
the space-time at spatial infinity. In the LQG, internal gauge group SU(2) is asymptotically linked with these
global rotations leading to an identification of angular momentum with internal spin at this boundary. However,
from the point of view of the horizon boundary theory, angular momentum, like all other properties of the black
hole, has to be described completely in terms of the horizon attributes which are codified in the topological
properties of the punctures carrying the internal spins ~Ji on them. Such an angular momentum operator has to
obey the standard SO(3) algebra
[
J(l), J(m)
]
= ilmnJ(n). An operator with these properties is the total spin
~J =
p∑
i=1
~Ji. This perspective, therefore, suggests that N (j)P above represents the degeneracy associated with the
horizon states of a rotating hole with quantum angular momentum given by the eigenvalues j(j + 1) of ~J. ~J and
its logarithm may be interpreted as the entropy.
3Note that for r with half-integer values, the number of punctures p has to be even in order to get a non-zero
number of net jtot = 0 states.
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where the Barbero–Immirzi parameter is fixed to be γ = ln(2r+1)
2pi
√
r(r+1)
to match the linear area term
with the Bekenstein–Hawking law. The linear area term for r = 1/2 had been already obtained
in [9]. The framework of [13, 14] provides a systematic procedure of deriving corrections beyond
this leading term. An important point to note here is that the sub-leading logarithmic correction
is independent of γ and is insensitive to the value of spin r (r 6= 0) placed on the punctures.
But, the coefficient of leading area term does depend on spin value r and hence γ changes as
we change r. The general form of the formula (3.10) is robust enough, though the coefficient of
the linear area term and thereby the value of the Barbero–Immirzi parameter are not.
We shall close this discussion with one last remark. The derivation of the leading terms
of the asymptotic entropy formula (3.10) does not require the full force of the conformal field
theory. It was already pointed out in [15, 16] and as has been seen above that, instead of full
SU(2)k composition rules, use of ordinary SU(2) rules (corresponding to large k
(
= AH4γ
)
limit)
is good enough for the relevant counting to yield the first two terms of entropy formula (3.10).
These results have been re-derived in [22] where ordinary SU(2) composition over the spins
is computed through an equivalent representation in terms of a random walk modified with
a mirror at origin. In this study, the coefficient −3/2 for the logarithmic correction is again
confirmed and this coefficient is interpreted as a reflection of entanglement between parts of
the horizon. However, the terms beyond the logarithmic correction are sensitive to the details of
conformal theory resulting in effects which are more pronounced for smaller k. Thus two ways
of counting would show differences in these terms.
3.2 Improved value of the Barbero–Immirzi parameter
Early calculations of the entropy, as discussed above, were done by taking a common low value
of spin, 1/2 or 1, . . . , on all the punctures. Soon it was realized that this approximation needs
to be improved [23]. In fact, maximized entropy, subject to holding the horizon area fixed
within a sufficiently narrow range [AH − , AH + ], is obtained for configurations with different
spin values 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2, . . . distributed over the punctures in a definite way. The relevant
configurations are those where fraction fj of p punctures carrying spin j representation is given
by the probability distribution [23, 24]:
fj ≡
nj
p
= (2j + 1) exp
(
−λ
√
j(j + 1)
)
. (3.11)
From this, we have
∞∑
j=1/2
fj ≡
∞∑
j=1/2
(2j + 1) exp
(
−λ
√
j(j + 1)
)
= 1, (3.12)
which when solved numerically yields λ ≈ 1.72. Using this value of λ, the distribution (3.11) im-
plies that the configurations of interest contain fractions fj ≈ 0.45, 0.26, 0.14, 0.07, 0.04, 0.02, . . .
of total number of p punctures with spins j = 1/2, 1, 3/2, 2, 5/2, 3, . . . respectively. Notice that
the low spin values have higher occupancies; those for higher spin fall off rapidly.
This improved counting of net SU(2) spin zero configurations does not change the gene-
ral form of the asymptotic entropy formula (3.10). In particular, as we shall see below, the
coefficient −3/2 of the logarithmic term is unaltered4. Only change is in the coefficient of the
leading area term.
4The computations in [23, 24] were originally done in the U(1) framework without imposing the quantum
analogues of the additional constraints (2.21) and logarithmic correction turned out to be with a coefficient −1/2.
Same −(lnAH)/2 correction was earlier obtained through the counting rules analogous to those in U(1) theory
in [15]. However, when done with care including these additional constraints, this coefficient gets corrected
to −3/2. See the discussion in Section 3.3.
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The equations (3.11) and (3.12) have been derived in [23, 24] by maximizing the entropy
subject to the fixed area constraint without any further conditions so that at each puncture
carrying spin j, there are 2j + 1 possible degrees of freedom. Imposing further constraints,
in the U(1) formulation, so that the net U(1) charge on all the punctures is zero, modifies
these equations only marginally [24]. For the case of SU(2) formulation where the spins on all
the punctures have to add up to form SU(2) singlets, the corresponding equations also have
modifications which, as we shall see below, are suppressed as powers of inverse area.
In the SU(2) Chern–Simons formulation, for a configuration where spin j lives on nj punc-
tures, the degeneracy formula (3.4) for the set of punctures {P} with occupancy numbers {nj}
can be recast as:
N ({nj}) =

(∑
j nj
)
!∏
j nj !
 2
k + 2
k+1∑
`=1,2,...
sin2
θ`
2
∏
j
sin
(
(2j+1)θ`
2
)
sin θ`2
nj , (3.13)
where θ` ≡ 2pi`k+2 and
∑
j nj = p is the total number of punctures. The total degeneracy of the
horizon states is obtained by summing over all possible values for the occupancies {nj}. The pre
factor in the right-hand side of above equation comes from the fact that the spin j can be placed
on any of the nj sites from the set of all p punctures reflecting the fact that the punctures are
distinguishable. Formula (3.13) can be rewritten as:
N ({nj}) =
(
∑
nj)!∏
nj !
[I0({nj})− I1({nj})] ,
where
I0 ≡
1
k + 2
k+1∑
`=1,2,...
∏
j
sin
(
(2j+1)θ`
2
)
sin θ`2
nj = 1
k + 2
k+1∑
`=1,2,...
∏
j
 j∑
m=−j
eimθ`
nj ,
I1 ≡
1
k + 2
k+1∑
`=1,2,...
cos θ`
∏
j
sin
(
(2j+1)θ`
2
)
sin θ`2
nj = 1
k + 2
k+1∑
`=1,2,...
cos θ`
∏
j
 j∑
m=−j
eimθ`
nj .
The quantity I0 − I1 simply counts the number of possible SU(2) singlets in the product repre-
sentations of spins j with occupancies nj on the punctures. Here I0 counts the numbers of ways
the ‘magnetic’ quantum numbers m can be put on the various punctures so that their sum is
zero and I1 counts the corresponding number where their sum is +1 or equivalently, the sum
is −1.
The relevant configurations are obtained by maximizing the entropy S = lnN ({nj}) subject
to the constraint that the horizon area has a fixed large value AH = 8piγ
∑
nj
√
j(j + 1) in the
`P = 1 units. This is done through solving the maximization condition for nj :
δ lnN ({nj})− λ
8piγ
δAH = 0, (3.14)
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier. This finally leads to a formula for the horizon entropy. The
techniques developed in [14, 15] and [24] can be easily extended to perform the computations in
a simple and straight forward manner for large area, AH  1. We now outline these calculations.
Using Stirling’s formula for the factorial of a large number, equation (3.14) can be solved for
large nj to yield:
fj ≡
nj∑
j nj
= exp
[
−λ
√
j(j + 1) +
δ ln I
δnj
]
, (3.15)
where I ≡ I0({nj})− I1({nj}).
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For large areas, calculation can be done in the large k
(
= AH4γ
)
limit where the summa-
tions in I0 and I1 can be replaced by integrals: θ` =
2pi`
k+2 → x and 1k+2
k+1∑
`=1,2,...
→ 12pi
∫ 2pi
0 dx.
Writing these integrals as: I0 ≈ 12pi
∫
dx exp [F (x)] and I1 ≈ 12pi
∫
dx exp [F (x) + ln cosx] with
F (x) ≡ ∑j nj [ln sin ((2j + 1)x2)− ln sin x2 ], these can be readily evaluated by the steepest de-
scent method. Each of F (x) and F (x) + ln cosx has a maximum at x = 0. Evaluating the
integrals by quadratic fluctuations around this maximum point leads to:
I0({nj}) ≈ C
exp [F (0)]√−F ′′(0) , I1({nj}) ≈ C exp [F (0)]√−F ′′(0) + 1 ,
I({nj}) ≡ I0({nj})− I1({nj}) ≈
C
2
exp [F (0)]
[−F ′′(0)]3/2
,
where C is just a constant and
F (0) =
∑
j
nj ln(2j + 1), −F ′′(0) =
1
3
∑
j
njj(j + 1) =
αAH
4
,
α ≡ 1
6piγ
( ∑
j fj j(j + 1)∑
j fj
√
j(j + 1)
)
.
Here we have used the relation between the total number of punctures p =
∑
j nj and the horizon
area: AH = 8piγp
∑
j fj
√
j(j + 1). From the results above, we have
δ ln I
δnj
≈ ln(2j + 1)−
[
2j(j + 1)
αAH
]
,
so that, from equation (3.15), for the relevant configurations, the probability distribution for
the fraction fj of the puncture sites with spin j can be written as:
fj ≡
nj∑
j nj
≈ (2j + 1) exp
[
−λ
√
j(j + 1)−
(
2j(j + 1)
αAH
)]
. (3.16)
This provides an O (A−1H ) correction to the formula (3.11). Further, this probability distribution
leads to the degeneracy of the horizon states given by:
N ({nj}) ≈
(
4
AH
)3/2
exp
[(
λ
2piγ
)
AH
4
]
,
whose logarithm yields the entropy formula for a large area black hole.
It is remarkable that this more careful calculation yields an entropy formula which has ex-
actly the same form as that in equation (3.10) obtained earlier from the simplified calculation
where all the punctures were assigned a common low value r of spin. As has been pointed out
in Section 3.1, the coefficient −3/2 of logarithmic correction is not sensitive to this common
value r of spin used in the calculations there. It is, therefore, no surprise that the more careful
computation outlined above yields the same value for this coefficient. On the other hand, in
the calculations of Section 3.1, the coefficient of the linear area term does depend on the com-
mon low value r of the spin assigned to all the sites. In the more accurate calculation above
also, we find that this coefficient indeed depends on how spins are distributed on the puncture
sites. Fixing this coefficient by matching with the Bekenstein–Hawking area formula yields
γ = λ2pi . An important conclusion that follows from the improved calculations is that, from the
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distribution (3.11) or (3.16) for the maximized entropy, we now have a reliable estimate of the
coefficient of the linear area term and consequently that of the Barbero–Immirzi parameter.
Thus, for the value λ ≈ 1.72 obtained by solving (3.12), we have γ = λ2pi ≈ 0.27. This value for γ
was first reported in [24], where the computations were done in the U(1) framework in a way
which is equivalent to the calculations above with I1 put to zero, resulting in the coefficient of
the logarithmic term as −1/2 in contrast to its correct value −3/2.
3.3 SU(2) versus U(1) formulations
The U(1) and SU(2) Chern–Simons descriptions of horizon are some times viewed as counter-
points to each other and entropy calculations, particularly the logarithmic correction, in these
two frameworks have been erroneously claimed to yield different results. These two points of
view are in fact quite reconcilable. We have discussed this in the classical context earlier in Sec-
tion 2: U(1) formulation is merely a partially gauge fixed SU(2) theory. As demonstrated there
and emphasized earlier in [7], there are additional constraints in the U(1) description. The Iso-
lated Horizon boundary conditions which imply the U(1) Chern–Simons equations (2.20) where
the source Σ
(1)
θφ is one of the components of SU(2) triplet of solder forms Σ
(i)
θφ = γ
−1eijkeiθe
k
φ,
also imply the constraints (2.21) for the solder forms Σ
(2)
θφ and Σ
(3)
θφ orthogonal to the U(1)
direction. These constraints essentially reflect the SU(2) underpinnings of the classical U(1)
formulation. The quantum theory would have corresponding quantum version of these con-
straints. The horizon properties like associated entropy calculated from the quantum versions
of these equivalent theories have to be exactly same. This is so as physics can not change by
a gauge fixing in a gauge theory. To see that this is indeed so, care needs to be exercised by
taking the quantum analogue of the classical conditions (2.21) into account in the calculations
done in the U(1) framework. These additional conditions play a crucial role in the computations
and when properly implemented, exactly the same formula (3.10) for micro-canonical entropy
of large area horizons follows in a straight forward manner. In the following, we shall briefly
present an outline of this computation [7].
We wish to study the quantum formulation of the classical boundary U(1) theory based on
the action (2.9) and equations of motion (2.8) described in terms of the classical constraint:
− k2piFθφ = Σ
(1)
θφ , where Fθφ = ∂θAφ− ∂φAθ is the field strength of the boundary dynamical U(1)
gauge field Aaˆ (aˆ = θ, φ). In the quantum boundary theory, the fields (Aφ, Aθ) form a mutually
conjugate canonical pair with commutation relation [Aφ(σ1), Aθ(σ2)] =
2pii
k δ
(2)(σ1, σ2). The
solder form Σ
(1)
θφ is not a dynamical field in the boundary theory where it acts merely as an
external source. On the other hand, the bulk quantum theory described by LQG is set up in
terms of cylindrical functions made up of Wilson line operators of the bulk SU(2) gauge fields
as the configuration operators. The corresponding momentum operators are the fluxes with
two-dimensional smearing
∫
S2 d
2σΣ
(i)
θφ so that their Hamiltonian vector fields map cylindrical
functions to cylindrical functions. The solder forms Σ
(i)
θφ have distributional support at the
punctures where the spin networks impinge on the horizon. The hole micro-states |Ψ〉 of the
quantum theory are composite states of the boundary theory and those of the bulk: |Ψ〉 ≡
|boundary〉 ⊗ |bulk〉 where the operators of the boundary theory act on the former and those
of the bulk on the latter. Analogue of the classical IH boundary constraint of U(1) formulation
mentioned above has to be written in the quantum theory in terms of the flux operator (which
is a dynamical operator of the bulk theory) instead of the solder form itself. Thus the physical
states |Ψ〉 satisfy the quantum constraint: − k2pi
∫
S2 d
2σFθφ|Ψ〉 =
∫
S2 d
2σΣ
(1)
θφ |Ψ〉, which relates the
quantum flux through S2 of horizon in the boundary U(1) gauge theory with the quantum flux of
the bulk theory. Next, the U(1) flux
∫
S2 d
2σFθφ in the boundary theory gets contributions, due
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to Stokes’ theorem, from holonomies associated with the p punctures as
p∑
i=1
∮
C(i)
dσaˆAaˆ where
aˆ = (θ, φ) and {C(i)} are p non-intersecting loops in S2 such that ith puncture is enclosed by
a small loop C(i). This flux is equivalently given by the holonomy associated with a large closed
loop C enclosing all the punctures:
∮
C dσ
aˆAaˆ. Now, on S2, this large loop C can be continuously
shrunk on the other side to a point without crossing any of the punctures. This implies that
the U(1) flux
∫
S2 d
2σFθφ is zero on the physical states. Due to the quantum operator constraint
mentioned above, this in turn leads to the fact that the bulk flux operator
∫
S2 d
2σΣ
(1)
θφ annihilates
the physical horizon states |Ψ〉:
− k
2pi
∫
S2
d2σFθφ|Ψ〉 =
∫
S2
d2σΣ
(1)
θφ |Ψ〉 = 0. (3.17)
Similarly, the quantum analogue of the additional classical conditions (2.21) have to be writ-
ten, instead of the solder forms Σ
(2)
θφ and Σ
(3)
θφ , in terms of the dynamical operators of the bulk
theory, namely the flux operators which act as derivations on the cylindrical functions (func-
tionals of the holonomies). Consistent with these properties, the bulk fluxes acting on physical
states |Ψ〉 of a spherically symmetric horizon, in addition to (3.17), satisfy the constraints:∫
S2
d2σΣ
(2)
θφ |Ψ〉 = 0,
∫
S2
d2σΣ
(3)
θφ |Ψ〉 = 0. (3.18)
As stated earlier, the properties of the quantum operators Σ
(i)
θφ are completely determined
by the bulk theory where these solder forms, acting on the spin networks, are distributional
with support at the punctures where the network impinges on S2 of the horizon. In particular,
the bulk flux operators, acting as derivations on spin network states of the bulk theory, satisfy
a non-trivial commutation algebra:
[∫
S2 d
2σΣ
(i)
θφ,
∫
S2 d
2σΣ
(j)
θφ
]
= iijk
∫
S2 d
2σΣ
(k)
θφ . The quantum
constraints (3.18) are consistent with this property. These additional conditions only reflect the
underlying SU(2) invariance of the gauge fixed quantum boundary theory described in terms
of U(1) gauge fields and are merely the quantum analogues of the constraints (2.21) of the
classical U(1) theory written in terms of the dynamical operators of the bulk quantum theory.
Conversely, it is straightforward to check that the additional conditions (3.18) of the U(1)
formulation indeed follow directly from the partial gauge fixing of the quantum SU(2) Chern–
Simons boundary theory. This SU(2) formulation is described by a quantum constraint in
terms of the exponentiated form of the flux operators acting on the physical states |Ψ〉 as:
P exp
(∫
S2 d
2σΣ
(i)
θφT
(i)
)
|Ψ〉 = P exp
(
− k2pi
∫
S2 d
2σFθφ
)
|Ψ〉, where T (i) is a basis of SU(2) algebra
and Fθφ ≡ F (i)θφ T (i) is the field strength of the boundary SU(2) gauge field Aaˆ ≡ A(i)aˆ T (i). Here
the symbol P represents surface (path) ordering in a specific way consistent with the non-
Abelian Stokes’ theorem [25, 26]. This constraint relates the flux functional of the bulk theory
to that of the boundary gauge theory. The SU(2) gauge transformations act on these flux
functionals as conjugations. In the boundary Chern–Simons theory, SU(2) quantum gauge fields
(A
(i)
φ , A
(i)
θ ) are mutually conjugate with their commutation relations as:
[
A
(i)
φ (σ1), A
(j)
θ (σ2)
]
=
2pii
k δ
ijδ(2)(σ1, σ2). Consequently, the boundary gauge fluxes − k2pi
∫
S2 d
2σF
(i)
θφ do not commute;
in fact, it is easy to check that these obey SU(2) Lie algebra commutation rules:[
k
2pi
∫
S2
d2σF
(i)
θφ ,
k
2pi
∫
S2
d2σF
(j)
θφ
]
= −iijk k
2pi
∫
S2
d2σF
(k)
θφ .
In a similar manner,as pointed out earlier, the bulk flux operators
∫
S2 d
2σΣ
(i)
θφ also satisfy SU(2)
Lie algebra commutation rules. Therefore, this introduces ordering ambiguities in the definition
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of the surface ordered boundary and bulk flux functionals used here. However, these ambigu-
ities can be fixed by using the Duflo map which provides a quantization map for functions on
Lie algebras [27, 26]. Now, a non-Abelian generalization [25] of the Stokes’ theorem allows us
to replace the surface ordered boundary gauge flux functional depending on the SU(2) field
strength by a related path ordered holonomy functional of the corresponding boundary SU(2)
gauge connection: P exp
(
− k2pi
∫
S2 d
2σFθφ
)
= P exp (− k2pi ∮C dσaˆAaˆ), where C is a contour en-
closing all the punctures. Since this contour C can be contracted to a point on S2, this holonomy
functional is simply equal to 1 on the physical states so that the quantum fluxes of the bulk and
boundary theories acting on the physical states |Ψ〉 satisfy the constraint:
P exp
(∫
S2
d2σΣ
(i)
θφT
(i)
)
|Ψ〉 = P exp
(
− k
2pi
∫
S2
d2σF
(i)
θφ T
(i)
)
|Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉.
The degeneracy of the black hole quantum states may be calculated in the boundary SU(2)
Chern–Simons theory by counting those states where the functional of gauge flux operator eval-
uated over the punctured S2 of the horizon has eigenvalue 1. The result is obtained by counting
of the number of ways singlets can be constructed by composing the spins ji on the punctures in
the SU(2) Chern–Simons theory. This is exactly how the computations outlined in Sections 3.1
and 3.2 have been performed. Equivalently, this degeneracy may also be calculated by counting
the bulk spin network states on which the bulk flux functional has eigenvalue 1. Note that the
punctures carrying the spins ji on the S2 of the horizon are common to the boundary and bulk
states which are connected by the functional flux constraint. This ensures that the counting
done in these two ways, in the boundary theory and in the bulk theory, yield the same re-
sults. Next, the boundary SU(2) quantum Chern–Simons theory can be partially gauge fixed to
a gauge theory based on the maximal torus group T = U(1) of SU(2) through appropriate gauge
conditions on the boundary gauge fields such that the gauge fluxes in the two internal directions
orthogonal to this U(1) subgroup are zero:
∫
S2 d
2σF
(2)
θφ = 0 and
∫
S2 d
2σF
(3)
θφ = 0. This Abelian
reduction converts the flux constraint of the SU(2) formulation to that of the U(1) formulation:
exp
(∫
S2
d2σΣ
(1)
θφ
)
|Ψ〉 = exp
(
− k
2pi
∫
S2
d2σFθφ
)
|Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉,
where now Fθφ here is the field strength of the boundary U(1) gauge field, along with the addi-
tional quantum conditions for the bulk f luxes (3.18):
∫
S2 d
2σΣ
(2)
θφ |Ψ〉 = 0 and
∫
S2 d
2σΣ
(3)
θφ |Ψ〉 = 0.
Now the horizon entropy in the U(1) formulation is obtained by counting, for a fixed large
area, the number of ways the spins j1, j2, . . . , jp can be placed on the p punctures so that their
U(1) projection eigenvalues, the m-quantum numbers of the diagonal flux operator
∫
S2 d
2σΣ
(1)
θφ ,
add up to zero, mtot ≡
p∑
l=1
ml = 0, to ensure that the physical states |Ψ〉 satisfy the U(1)
constraint (3.17). Notice that these mtot = 0 configurations include all such states from the ir-
reducible representations with spin jtot = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . in the tensor product⊗pl=1(jl). Total num-
ber of these configurations is counted exactly by the first term of the degeneracy formula (3.8) in
the large k limit (k  1) where the periodic Kronecker delta δ¯m,n becomes ordinary delta δm,n.
Now, if we ignore the additional constraints (3.18) of the quantum theory, from the first term
of (3.8), we shall get the entropy with the leading area term and a sub-leading lnAH correction
with coefficient −1/2 as has been done in several places [15, 23, 24]. But this is clearly an over
counting of the horizon states as the correct counting would require to exclude those states with
p∑
l=1
ml = 0 which do not respect these additional constraints. To reiterate, the additional quan-
tum constraints (3.18) require that only physical states to be counted for a non-rotating horizon
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are those which belong to the kernel of the ladder generators J (±) ≡ ∫S2 d2σ 12 [Σ(2)θφ ± iΣ(3)θφ ] of the
total spin algebra, besides being in the kernel of the diagonal generator J (1) ≡ ∫S2 d2σΣ(1)θφ with
eigenvalues mtot = 0. Now, acting on some of the vectors in the kernel of the diagonal generator,
the ladder generators J (±) map them to states with m-quantum number, mtot ≡
p∑
l=1
ml = ±1.
These are the states with mtot = 0 from total spin jtot = 1, 2, 3, . . . states in the tensor product
representation ⊗pl=1(jl). Thus the quantum constraints (3.18) require that such states should
not be included in the count. The second and third terms in the formula (3.8) (in the large k
limit) precisely count these extra states. Since the mtot = +1 and mtot = −1 components occur
in a non-zero integer spin state in equal numbers, we have the normalization coefficient 1/2 in
front of each of these two terms in (3.8). Thus, even in the gauge fixed formulation described
in terms of quantum U(1) Chern–Simons theory with correctly identified additional quantum
constraints (3.18), a careful counting leads to the same formula (3.8) as in the SU(2) framework;
the asymptotic entropy formula (3.10) with the coefficient −3/2 for the leading log(area) cor-
rection holds in both the formulations. Additionally, the value of Barbero–Immirzi parameter γ
fixed through matching of the area term with Bekenstein–Hawking law is also the same. These
results are not surprising but merely a reflection of the fact that gauge invariance requires that
physical quantities do not change by gauge fixing.
In fact, like in any other gauge theory, we could further fix the gauge in the U(1) formulation
so that whole of the gauge invariance of the boundary theory is now fixed. Gauge invariance
would imply that counting of the relevant states in this formulation should again yield the same
result for black hole entropy as that in the formulation with full SU(2) gauge invariance.
4 Black hole entropy from other perspectives
Black hole entropy has also been calculated in quantum frameworks other than that provided
by LQG. These lead to several derivations of the asymptotic entropy formula (3.10) for a variety
of black holes. This includes those for many black holes in the String Theory. This entropy
formula appears to hold even for black holes of theories in dimensions other than four. We shall
briefly survey a few of these cases here.
4.1 Entropy from Cardy formula
Immediately after the discovery of −(3/2) lnAH correction to the Bekenstein–Hawking area law
obtained from the SU(2) Chern–Simons theory of horizon in LQG [14], Carlip demonstrated
that this is in fact a generic feature of any conformal field theory independent of its detail
structure [28]. This important result was derived by a careful calculation of the logarithmic
correction to the Cardy formula. The number density of states ρ(∆) with the eigenvalue ∆
of the generator L0 of Virasoro algebra in a conformal field theory with central charge c, for
large ∆, was shown to be:
ρ(∆) ∼
(
c
96∆3
)1/4
exp
(
2pi
√
c∆
6
)
. (4.1)
The exponential term is the Cardy formula [29] and the fore-factor provides logarithmic cor-
rection to it. Derivation of this result does not require any detail knowledge of the partition
function of conformal field theory; all that goes in to the calculations is the generic modular
transformation properties of the torus partition function.
The Carlip formula (4.1) is of particular interest as there are strong suggestions that conformal
field theories do indeed provide a universal description of low energy properties of black holes [30]
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which is relevant even in the framework of String Theory. For the case where black hole horizon
properties are described by a single conformal theory, the argument of the exponential in (4.1)
can be identified with the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy, SBH = 2pi
√
c∆/6. This is the case with
many black holes in the String Theory. Thus, for such a model, the Carlip formula readily yields
horizon entropy as:
SH = ln ρ(∆) = SBH −
3
2
lnSBH + ln c+ · · · (4.2)
with its first two terms same as in the LQG entropy formula (3.10). Carlip has applied this
result to analyse several cases which include the BTZ black hole in 2 + 1 dimensions and string
theoretic counting of D-brane states for BPS black holes [31]. With this, presence of logarithmic
correction with the definite coefficient −3/2 for many black holes in three, four and higher
dimensions has been established. Carlip has made an eloquent case for the universal nature of
this logarithmic correction.
In another derivation of black hole entropy from the conformal field theory perspective,
instead of the corrected Cardy formula, Rademacher’s exact convergent expansion for the Fourier
coefficients of a modular form of a given weight has been used in [32]. This analysis also
shows that, for large holes, the leading logarithmic correction to the entropy has the universal
coefficient −3/2, again in conformity with the LQG formula (3.10).
4.2 Entropy of BTZ black hole in the Euclidean path integral approach
There are alternative methods, besides those described above, to study the entropy of BTZ hole.
In fact, it is possible to derive an exact expression for the partition function of Euclidean BTZ
black hole in the path integral approach [33]. Entropy for a large area Lorentzian BTZ hole is
extracted from this after a proper analytic continuation.
We start by writing three-dimensional Euclidean gravity with a negative cosmological con-
stant in the first order formulation (with triads e and spin connection ω) in terms of two SU(2)
Chern–Simons theories [34]:
Igrav = kICS[A]− kICS[A¯], (4.3)
where ICS represents the Chern–Simons action for complex gauge fields A =
(
i`−1ei + ωi
)
T i
and A¯ =
(
i`−1ei − ωi)T i with T i ≡ iσi/2 as the generators of the Lie algebra of SU(2) and
coupling k = `/(4G) for negative cosmological constant Λ = −1/`2. The gauge group of this
theory is SL(2,C). Corresponding gauge group for Minkowski gravity with negative cosmological
constant is SO(2,R)⊗SO(2,R) with coupling k = −`/(4G). The Lorentzian results are obtained
from Euclidean theory after completing the computations of various quantities of interest by an
analytic continuation G→ −G.
Taking time and angular momentum to be pure imaginary as t = iτE and J = −iJE and
consequently the inner horizon radius r− = −i|rE−|, we obtain the Euclidean continuation of
BTZ black hole which has the topology of a solid torus [35]. On a solid torus, of the two non-
trivial cycles of the boundary 2-torus, one becomes contractible while other is non-contractible.
We are interested in the path integral for the Chern–Simons theory (4.3) on a solid torus with
a boundary modular parameter τ = τ1 + iτ2. This is evaluated by keeping the trace of gauge
field holonomy along the non-contractible cycle on the boundary 2-torus fixed. This holonomy
is a function of the outer (event) and inner horizon radii r+ and r− which are given in terms
of the mass parameter M and angular momentum J of the hole and hence, this keeps these
quantities fixed. The quantum fluctuations are introduced through Wilson lines with spin n/2
along the non-contractible cycle inside the solid torus. These create defect angles (characterized
by the spin n/2) at the horizon which are not kept fixed and all possible values are included
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in the path integral by summing over various values of the spin n/2 (with n ≤ k). The states
corresponding to these closed Wilson lines are given by [36]:
ψn(u, τ) = exp
(
piku2
4τ2
)
χn(u, τ), n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k,
where u = −τ − i (r+ + i|r−|) /` characterizes the boundary value of the gauge connection
and χn are the Weyl–Kac characters for affine SU(2) which are given in terms of the Theta
functions as:
χn(u, τ) =
Θ
(k+2)
n+1 (u, τ, 0)−Θ(k+2)−n−1(u, τ, 0)
Θ
(2)
1 (u, τ, 0)−Θ(2)−1(u, τ, 0)
with
Θ(k)n (u, τ, z) = exp (−2piikz)
∑
s∈Z
exp
{
2piik
[(
s+
n
2k
)2
τ +
(
s+
n
2k
)
u
]}
.
Finally, the Euclidean black hole partition function is given by [33]:
ZE =
∫
dµ(τ, τ¯)
∣∣∣∣∣
k∑
n=0
(ψn(0, τ))
∗ ψn(u, τ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (4.4)
Here the integrand is invariant under the 2-torus modular transformations S : τ → −1/τ ,
u → u/τ and T : τ → τ + 1. The integration is done with the modular invariant measure:
dµ(τ, τ¯) = (dτdτ¯)/τ22 where τ2 = Im τ .
The result (4.4) is an exact expression for the partition function of a Euclidean black hole.
We may now evaluate it for large horizon radius r+ ( r+ > ` > 4G) by the saddle point method.
The saddle point of the integrand is at a large value of Im τ given by τ2 = r+/` for |r−|  r+.
The computation is done for a positive coupling constant k = `/(4G) and in the end, we go over
to the Lorentzian black hole through the analytic continuation G → −G. After this analytic
continuation, it can be shown that spin n = 0 term dominates in the sum in (4.4). Finally,
for large horizon length r+ (r+  ` with r−  r+), this procedure leads to the Lorentzian
formula [33]:
ZL ∼ `
2
r2+
√
8r+G
pi`2
exp
(
2pir+
4G
)
,
whose logarithm yields an asymptotic formula for the entropy of Lorentzian BTZ hole:
SBTZ =
2pir+
4G
− 3
2
ln
(
2pir+
4G
)
+ ln k + · · · (4.5)
with k = `/(4G). The leading Bekenstein–Hawking term was already obtained earlier from
other Euclidean calculations [37]. The new computation reviewed here provided the sub-leading
logarithmic correction with coefficient −3/2 in agreement with the results obtained for the BTZ
hole from the corrected asymptotic Cardy formula (4.1) and also with the LQG result (3.10) for
the holes in four dimensional theory.
As pointed out above, the asymptotic formula (4.5) holds for large r+ (r+  `  4G).
However, for smaller r+, different results hold [38]: (i) For r+ ∼ `, where the saddle point of the
integrand in (4.4) occurs at τ2 ∼ 1, the entropy is given by SBTZ =
2pir+
4G − ln
(
2pir+
4G
)
+ · · · This
is also the entropy associated with the cosmological horizon of three dimensional Lorentzian de
Sitter space. (ii) On the other hand, for r+  `, we have SBTZ = 2pi`
2
4r+G
+ 32 ln
(
r+
`
)
+ · · · which
represents the entropy of AdS gas.
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4.3 Entropy of a highly excited string
It is more than two decades now since ’t Hooft suggested a complementarity between black
holes and strings [39]: it may be possible to provide a black hole interpretation of strings and
conversely, black holes may have a string representation. Susskind’s idea [40] that the micro-
states of a Schwarzschild black hole could be described by the states of a highly excited string
at the Hagedron temperature may be viewed as a reflection of this complementarity with more
evidence provided in [41] and others. This correspondence principle for the two spectra can
be understood as follows: As the string coupling gstr ≡ (`P/`S)(d−2) in d dimensions (`P is the
Planck length and `S is the string scale) increases, the Compton wave-length of a high mass
and low angular momentum state of the string shrinks to a size smaller than its Schwarzschild
radius and it becomes a black hole. Conversely, as the coupling is reduced, the hole becomes
smaller and at some stage it is smaller than the string size. The metric near horizon loses it
meaning and instead of the hole, we have an object which is better described as a string state.
At some in between stage, when string and hole sizes are equal, either description is possible
implying a one-to-one correspondence between the two spectra [40]. Using the fact that near
horizon geometry of a Schwarzschild black hole is a Rindler space, Susskind has suggested that
square root of the oscillator number
√
N of the highly excited string should be identified with
the Rindler energy ER instead of the ADM mass of the hole. Rindler energy and ADM mass
are related by a huge red shift between the stretched horizon and asymptotic infinity. For
the Schwarzschild black hole in d dimensions (d ≥ 4), Rindler energy is linearly related to the
horizon area: AH = 8piGER and hence the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy is SBH = 2piER.
To push this correspondence further, we may calculate the density of states ρ(N) with high
oscillator number N in a string theory. For an open bosonic string moving in d dimensions, the
partition function as a function of a complex parameter τ is given by [42]:
Z(τ) =
(
1
−iτ
)(d−2)/2
e−2piiτa tr exp [2piiτN ] ,
where c = 24a = (d − 2) is the central charge and N is the occupation number operator with
its eigenvalues represented by N . It is given in terms of the oscillator number operators Nm
as N =
∞∑
m=1
mNm. Here Nm =
d−2∑
i=1
ai†maim with a
i†
m and aim, with i = 1, 2, . . . , (d − 2), as the
standard oscillator creation and destruction operators associated with the transverse (d − 2)
dimensions in the light-cone gauge. The eigenvalues of the oscillator number operator Nm are
0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . The expression for partition function above has been derived with care by taking
in to account the contribution of zero modes which has resulted in the fore-factor (−iτ)−(d−2)/2.
The trace over the oscillator states is done using number theory techniques involving the number
of partitions of N in terms of positive integers and modular transformation properties of the
partition function.
We may alternatively write the partition function in terms of the level density ρ(N) for the
states with eigenvalue N of the number operator N as: Z(τ) =
∞∑
N=0
ρ(N)e2pii(N−a)τ which can
be inverted to write a formula for ρ(N) in terms of the partition function. After a modular
transformation τ → −1/τ , this is then evaluated by the saddle point method for large N to
yield the result [42]:
ρ(N) ∼ C
a exp
(
4pi
√
aN
)
(aN)3/4
,
where C is an N independent constant. This equation is only a special case of the formula (4.1)
obtained by Carlip for a general conformal field theory.
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Now, as suggested by Susskind, we identify the Rindler energy as ER = 2
√
aN . This leads to
an entropy formula for this highly excited string moving in d dimensions, given by the logarithm
of the level density ρ(N), as:
Sstr = 2piER −
3
2
lnER + ln a+ · · · .
Though the asymptotic formula for level density above was calculated for an open bosonic
string, it is valid in general for any string theory. Again the logarithmic correction with
coefficient −3/2 matches with the LQG entropy formula (3.10). This result may be interpreted
as an additional evidence for the excited string ↔ black hole correspondence.
Similar to the string calculation above, a more general study of the asymptotic density
of states for open p-branes has been done by Kalyana Rama in [43]. Careful inclusion of
the contributions of zero modes here leads to a logarithmic correction to the entropy with
coefficient −(p+ 2)/(2p) which agrees with string result −3/2 for p = 1.
We have surveyed some of the alternative derivations of the asymptotic entropy formu-
la (3.10). There are still several others [44, 45], particularly with the same leading logarithmic
correction as in (3.10), that have appeared over the years. Of these the most recent one is by
Davidson where a discrete holographic shell model is proposed for a spherical black hole [45].
Instead of putting them on punctures or small Planck scale patches on the horizon, the degrees
of freedom are distributed holographically in the entire black hole interior in concentric spherical
shells of light sheet unit intervals. The number of distinguishable configurations is given by the
Catalan series, which readily leads to an asymptotic entropy formula with a logarithmic correc-
tion with coefficient −3/2. As pointed out in [45], it is of interest to note that Catalan numbers
are directly related to a standard stack data structure for storage of information in computer
science. In this context, we may also recall equation (3.9) from Section 3.1, which represents
the fact that SU(2) singlets in the composite representation made of spin 1/2 assignments on
all the p punctures on S2 of horizon are precisely counted by the Catalan number Cn =
(2n)!
(n+1)!n!
for p = 2n.
4.4 Universality of the logarithmic correction
As we have listed above, the leading logarithmic correction, −3/2 lnAH, to the Bekenstein–
Hawking area law found first in LQG appears to obtain from a variety of other perspectives,
conceptually distinct from the LQG framework. The same logarithmic correction has also been
derived for black holes in theories in dimensions other than four. For example, BTZ black
holes of three dimensional gravity do exhibit this property. It is remarkable, though appa-
rently mysterious, that such diverse approaches should lead to the same result. For all those
models where ultimately the black hole properties are represented by conformal field theo-
ries, Carlip’s work has demonstrated that such a correction is generic. This holds for many
black holes in the string theory. Besides this logarithmic term, conformal field theory re-
sult (4.2) also has a ln c correction depending on the central charge. Power law dependence
of c on the area, would change the coefficient −3/2 of the lnAH term. Thus for those the-
ories where central charge is independent of area, the LQG asymptotic formula (3.10) holds.
All these facts suggest a strong case for the universal character of the logarithmic area cor-
rection.
5 Recent developments
In last few years, there has been a resurgent interest in the SU(2) gauge theoretic description of
Isolated Horizons within LQG framework [8, 46, 47, 48, 49]. The SU(2) Chern–Simons theory
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as a description of the horizon has been re-emphasized in [8] which has been followed by further
work in [46, 47, 48] and others. This has been presented as an alternative to the U(1) Chern–
Simons formulation. However, as we have seen above these two formulations provide equivalent
descriptions with exactly same consequences. A direct representation of the black hole states in
terms of SU(2) intertwining operators has also been explored in [49]. The Hilbert space of these
operators is the same as those of the SU(2) Chern–Simons states in the limit of large coupling k
(k  1).
Some of these recent papers [8, 46, 47] have recalculated horizon entropy in the SU(2) Chern–
Simons framework and reconfirmed the form of asymptotic entropy formula (3.10), particularly
with the −(3/2) lnAH correction. For example, calculations in first two papers in [46] start
with the standard integral representation in terms of SU(2) characters for the degeneracy of
SU(2) singlet states in the composite representation ⊗pl=1(jl). This is just an integral repre-
sentation of the degeneracy formula (3.4) (or equivalently (3.7) or (3.8)) in the limit of large k(
= AH4γ  1
)
where these SU(2)k formulae can be approximated by those for ordinary SU(2).
The various spin values j are distributed over the punctures with varying occupancy num-
bers nj . The degeneracy of black hole states is to be obtained by restricting to configurations
which yield area values in the interval [AH − , AH + ] with AH = 8piγ
p∑
l=1
√
jl(jl + 1) for
a reasonable choice of . To solve various relevant combinatorial constraints, powerful number
theory techniques developed earlier [50] have been used to obtain generating functions from
which the degeneracy of black hole states has been extracted through the Laplace transform
method. This then reproduces, for large area, the logarithmic correction with the definite
coefficient −3/2 as found earlier in [14] and reviewed here in Section 3.1. Besides this, the
formula (3.12), earlier found in [23, 24], is also obtained. Consequently the improved value
of the Barbero–Immirzi parameter mentioned in Section 3.2 and first found in [24], is recov-
ered. These calculations have been done using ordinary SU(2) counting rules, instead of the
full SU(2)k formulae. These are adequate to yield the leading linear area and logarithmic
terms of the asymptotic formula (3.10). An important feature of these computations is that,
when extended to include effects depending on the smaller values of k, these may also provide
a method to study the properties of small black holes where such effects would be impor-
tant.
Lastly, an effective bulk gravity action of the form f(R) that reproduces the asymptotic LQG
black hole entropy with its logarithmic correction through the Wald procedure has also been
derived recently in [51].
6 Concluding remarks
We have here surveyed how the Chern–Simons theoretical description of horizon degrees of free-
dom emerges in the LQG. This leads to two formulations of the theory with SU(2) and U(1)
gauge invariances. It has been demonstrated that these provide equivalent descriptions; the lat-
ter being only a gauge fixed version of the former. A framework developed more than a decade
ago, that relates the SU(2) Chern–Simons theory to gauged SU(2)k Wess–Zumino conformal
field theory, to compute the horizon entropy has been presented. We have also discussed the
calculations in the equivalent quantum U(1) formulation. When carefully identified additional
quantum constraints (3.18) are properly implemented, this formulation also yields the same re-
sults as the earlier SU(2) theory. This is in conformity with fact that gauge fixing does not
change the physical properties. Besides the Bekenstein–Hawking area term, the micro-canonical
entropy possesses a leading correction as logarithm of the horizon area with coefficient −3/2 for
large horizons. This is followed by further corrections which are a constant and terms containing
inverse powers of area. These corrections have their origin in the non-perturbative quantum
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fluctuations of geometry in contrast to those that come from quantum matter fluctuations. The
logarithmic correction for black holes in four dimensional gravity has since been obtained in
other frameworks too. These results appear to be valid for black holes in other than four dimen-
sions as well. We have outlined some of these developments here. The logarithmic correction to
the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy may possibly have a universal character.
Derivation of leading terms of the asymptotic entropy formula (3.10) from the Chern–Simons
theory of horizon does not require the full force of SU(2)k conformal field theory; these terms
emerge by using the counting rules of ordinary SU(2) which corresponds to the large k limit
(k  1) of conformal theory. However, the terms beyond logarithmic correction are sensitive
to the smaller values of k. Further, the general framework explored through the boundary
conformal theory [13, 14] discussed here needs to be exploited to unravel the properties of small
black holes. Effect of the smaller values of k
(
= AH4γ
)
would be pronounced for such holes and
hence SU(2)k conformal field theory will play important role here.
In the survey here, Isolated Horizons have been studied in the fixed area ensemble where
micro-canonical entropy emerges from the micro-states associated with quantum geometry de-
grees of freedom of horizon. We have not discussed the entropy of radiant black holes in
thermal equilibrium with their radiation bath. These are described by a canonical ensem-
ble with fixed area and energy. The canonical entropy of such a hole results from both the
quantum geometry fluctuations of horizon as well as the thermal fluctuations. While the
counting of quantum geometry micro-states leads to a negative correction to the Bekenstein–
Hawking law, the thermal fluctuations due to exchange of heat between the hole and its sur-
roundings, which increase the uncertainty of the horizon area, would lead to a positive cor-
rection. We shall now close our discussion with a few remarks about some recent results
about canonical entropy of these holes. A general analysis to study radiant spherical holes
has been set up in [52, 53, 54]. Canonical entropy of such holes has been calculated [54] to
be given by the micro-canonical entropy Smicro(AH) emerging from quantum geometry de-
grees of freedom with an extra correction due to the thermal fluctuations as: −12 ln ∆(AH)
where ∆(AH) is given in terms of the mass function M(AH) and micro-canonical entropy by
M ′(AH)S′2micro(AH)∆(AH) = a [M
′′(AH)S′micro(AH)−M ′(AH)S′′micro(AH)]. Here prime denotes
derivative with respect to the argument and a is a positive constant. Also the heat capaci-
ty is C = [S′micro(AH)]
2 /∆(AH). This provides a universal criterion for thermal stability of
holes [54]: positivity of ∆(AH) or equivalently the integrated condition M(AH) > Smicro(AH)
ensures thermal stability. Clearly for the Schwarzschild black hole where M(AH) ∼
√
AH, we
have ∆ < 0 reflecting the usual thermal instability. On the other hand, for AdS Schwarzschild
hole, the mass-area relation is M(AH) =
1
2
√
AH
2pi
(
1 + AH
4pi`2
)
with −1/`2 as the cosmological
constant. Here, for small areas, AH < 4pi`
2, where M(AH) has the ordinary Schwarzschild like
behaviour M(AH) ∼
√
AH, we have thermal instability. For large areas, AH > 4pi`
2, where
M(AH) ∼ A3/2H , we have ∆ > 0 reflecting thermal stability. Since for this case ∆(AH) ∼ A−1H ,
the canonical entropy for a large area stable AdS Schwarzschild black hole is given by Scan =
Smicro(AH) +
1
2 lnAH + · · · = AH/(4`2P ) − ln
[
AH/(4`
2
P )
]
+ · · · . This result, in fact, holds for
any smooth mass function M(AH). Now, in between the small and large area regions, the point
∆ = 0 (heat capacity C diverging) occurs at a critical value of the horizon area Ac where the
mass function equals the micro-canonical entropy in appropriate units, M(Ac) = Smicro(Ac).
This is the point of Hawking-Page transition. Thus a characterization of this phase transition
without any reference to the classical metric has been obtained.
We close our survey with one last remark. The presence of the logarithmic correction in the
asymptotic horizon entropy may have consequences in a variety of phenomenon in the theory
of gravity. In particular, these may show up in cosmology. For example, its implications for
entropic inflation have been explored recently in [55].
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